Glass Manufacturers Guarantee
A correctly installed Nano Glass & Super Glass screen protector from Racing Shield is guaranteed:
- Not to bubble
- Not to peel
- Not to yellow
- To stay adhered to the screen

Racing Shield offers a limited manufacturers guarantee within 90 days
from purchase, with a totally free of charge replacement.
Requirements for free of charge guarantee replacement
- Must be within 90 days of the original purchase date
- Must have proof of original purchase to be eligible for replacement
- Must return original glass protector with original packaging together with an explaination of the problem
A free of charge guarantee replacement does not apply for faulty installation or deliberate tampering.

Glass Replacement Warranty

Racing Shield offers a limited replacement warranty program within 1-year from purchase for all Nano Glass
& Super Glass screen protectors. If your Nano Glass or Super Glass screen protector sustains a crack or chip
or does not adhere to the screen the limited warranty program applies.
Requirements
- Must be within 1-year of the original purchase date
- Must have proof of original purchase to be eligible for replacements
- Must return original glass protector with original packaging
- Limited of 2 replacements per purchase
- Return shipping will be at the buyer´s cost
- A handling cost will be charged to the buyer*
A Glass replacement warranty does not apply for faulty installation or deliberate tampering

Send Racing Shield protector, original packaging and copy of purchase/receipt
and you contact information, to:
Racing Shield AB
Box 1078, 164 25 Kista SWEDEN
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*Handling costs for the different markets:
- Sweden = 99:- Sek including shipping
- Scandinavia = 119:- Sek including shipping
- Europe = 149:- Sek including shipping
- Rest of the world = 199:- including shipping

Film Manufacturers Guarantee
A correctly installed screen protector from Racing Shield is guaranteed:
- Not to bubble
- Not to peel
- Not to yellow
- Not to crack
- To stay adhered to the screen
Racing Shield offers a limited manufacturers guarantee within 90 days from purchase,
with a totally free of charge replacement.
Requirements for free of charge guarantee replacement
- Must be within 90 days of the original purchase date
- Must have proof of original purchase to be eligible for replacement
- Must return original screen protector with packaging together with an explaination of the problem
A free of charge guarantee replacement does not apply for faulty installation or deliberate tampering

Film Replacement Warranty

Racing Shield offers a limited replacement warranty program within 1-year from purchase for all screen protectors.
If your screen protector get scratched or does not adhere to the screen the limited warranty program applies.
Requirements
- Must be within1-year of the original purchase date
- Must have proof of original purchase to be eligible for replacements
- Must return original screen protector together with original packaging
- Limited of 2 replacements per purchase
- Return shipping will be at the buyer´s cost
- A handling cost will be charged to the buyer*

Send Racing Shield protector, original packaging and copy of purchase/receipt
and you contact information, to:
Racing Shield AB
Box 1078, 164 25 Kista SWEDEN
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*Handling costs for the different markets are as follows:
- Sweden = 99:- Sek including shipping
- Scandinavia = 119:- Sek including shipping
- Europe = 149:- Sek including shipping
- Rest of the world = 199:- including shipping

